Abstract
Introduction
where n i is the abundance of species i, r i is species' i's individual growth rate, s i a intra-115 specific competition term and a ij is the effect on species i of the interaction with species j. We 116 have incorporated the intra-specific interaction term for a species i into the interaction matrix,
117
such that a ii = s i . The parameter c i represents the magnitude of the payoff of an interaction.
118
Positive entries in A (a ij > 0) are interactions where the species i pays a price for interacting 119 with j and negative entries (a ij < 0) are interactions where species i gains a benefit from the 120 interaction with species j. Note that the interaction matrix A contains both the effects on plants 121
when they interact with a animals, as well as the effects on animals, when they interact with 122 plants.
123
In this study, we only consider interactions between two species classes (plants and polli-124 nators). Assuming there are N species in total, of which N A are animals species (pollinators) 125 and N P are plant species, then we can partition the matrix A such that the rows and columns 126 i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N A } = N A are animal species and i ∈ {N A + 1, N A + 2, . . . , N } = N P are plant 127 species. We neglect inter-specific competition (plant-plant and animal-animal interactions), so 128 a ij = 0 when i, j ∈ N X , X ∈ {N A , N P }.
129
To shift the k-th animal from a mutualist into an antagonist, we multiply the k-th column
130
of A by −1. Therefore, the animal still gains the same benefit from interacting with the plants 131 as before the shift, but the plant now pays a price for each interaction with this animal species.
132
In terms of a plant-pollinator system, if the interaction strengths are related to the frequency 133 of visits, then the pollinator still claims the reward for visiting the plant (e.g. gets nectar), but 134 the plant pays a price for each visit (e.g. damaging of the plant, theft of nectar).
135
We assume that the frequency of visitation is equally proportional to the abundance of any Materials that we obtain qualitatively equivalent results with obligate mutualism. 
Determining the equilibrium abundances

145
We find the non-trivial equilibrium state of a system with interaction matrix A by solving 146 the nonlinear system of equations dn/dt = 0 (Equation 1). This is equivalent to finding the 147 solution to the linear system of equations An = r.
148
A species i is extinct at equilibrium if it has an equilibrium abundancen i 0. These 149 negative abundances, however, can influence the equilibrium abundances of the other species.
150
We therefore extract a sub-matrix A where the i-th row and column are deleted and find the 151 equilibrium abundances of this subsystem n * . We repeat this procedure until all remaining 152 species have an abundancen i > 0.
153
Stability and diversity measures
154
We use three measures to determine the effect of interaction shifts on the stability and diversity
155
of the network: (1) relative Euclidian distance; (2) relative frequency change of the shifting 156 animal; and (3) the relative Shannon index change of the equilibria.
Euclidian distance is,
Relative frequency change of the shifting animal. The relative change in an animal's fre-
163
quency ∆f i measures the relative benefit or price an animal gains or pays if that animal shifts 164 from being a mutualist to an antagonist,
where f i is the relative of abundance of the animal species in the current ecosystem,
Relative Shannon index change. The relative Shannon index change ∆s measures how much 167 diversity is affected by the shift of one or more animals from pure mutualists to antagonists,
gree centrality k i , which is defined as the number of interactions K i with other species divided
174
by the total number of species,
Betweenness centrality. An alternative measure of centrality of a single species is its be-
176
tweenness. The betweenness of species i is defined as the number of shortest paths between 177 any two nodes l and m that pass through i divided by the total number of shortest paths be- 
Here N = N paired n(n−1)/2+m(m−1)/2 is the NODF measure defined in [22] and N R is the NODF 184 nestedness of an interaction matrix obtained by shuffling the interactions, averaged over 100 185 randomizations (see section 2.6).
186
Randomizations
187
We compare the effects of shifting from mutualists to antagonists in the real network to ran- have the same number of plant-animal interactions. We employ two randomization schemes.
190
In the first scheme, all interactions are distributed randomly between plants and animals. 
where with increasing centrality. The rank correlation between the centrality and both δ and |∆s| is 220 significantly positive within each network and independent of the centrality measure (Table 1) .
221
We also qualitatively find the same correlations between the centrality and distance measures 222 for weak and strong intraspecific competition (see Supplementary Materials).
223
Real networks versus randomizations. To asses the effect of network structure of the sta- 
Multiple shifts 262
We then assessed how networks respond to shifts of multiple species. For a small number of The effect of a single pollinator species shift to antagonism, however, also strongly depends shifting species receives compared to all the other species in the network.
294
These results are generally consistent when all network structure is destroyed, and also 295 when the degree distribution of the network is kept constant, although the effect is smaller in 296 the latter case. Thus, the degree distribution can only in part explain the difference between 297 real-world and randomized networks. This is consistent with previous reports that the degree 298 distribution can be a predictor of network stability, but its effect must be teased apart from the plementary Figure S1 ). Figure 1 : Schematic of a mutualistic network that undergoes an interaction type shift. Before the shift, all interactions between plants and pollinators are beneficial for both the plant and the pollinator (green: ++ mutualistic interaction). After a pollinator shifts, interaction with plants remain beneficial to the pollinator, but are detrimental to the plant (red: −+ antagonistic interaction). This is modeled by inverting the signs of the interactions between the pollinator and the plants in the adjacency matrix of the network. P1  P2  P3  P4  P5  P6  P7   P8  P9  P10  P11  P12  P13  P14   P15  P16  P17  P18  P19 Fraction of pollinators shifted log 10 (real / random) 
